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ABSTRACT

In this talk, I will start from an introduction to the field of scholarly publishing, the main knowledge
dissemination mechanism adopted by science, and I will pay particular attention to one of its
most important aspects, peer review. I will present scholarly publishing and peer review aims and
motivations, and discuss some of their limits: Nobel Prize winners experiencing rejected papers,
fraudulent behavior, sometimes long publishing time, etc. I will then briefly mention Science 2.0,
namely the use of Web 2.0 tools to do science in a hopefully more effective way. I will then move
to the main aspect of the talk. My thesis is composed of three parts.

1. Peer review is a scarce resource, i.e., there are not enough good referees today. I will try
to support this statement by something more solid than the usual anecdotal experience
of being reject because of bad review(er)s — that I’m sure almost any researcher has
experienced.

2. An alternative mechanism to peer review is available right out there, it is already widely
used in the Web 2.0, it is quite a hot topic, and it probably is much studied and discussed
by researchers: crowdsourcing. According to Web 2.0 enthusiasts, crowdsourcing allows to
outsource to a large crowd tasks that are usually performed by a small group of experts.
I think that peer review might be replaced — or complemented — by what we can name
Readersourcing: a large crowd of readers that judge the papers that they read. Since most
scholarly papers have many more readers than reviewers, this would allow to harness a
large evaluation workforce. Today, readers’s opinions usually are discussed very informally,
have an impact on bibliographic citations and bibliometric indexes, or stay inside their own
mind. In my opinion, it is quite curious that such an important resource, which is free, already
available, used and studied by the research community in the Web 2.0 field, is not used at
all in nowadays scholarly publishing, where the very same researchers publish their results.

3. Of course, to get a wisdom of the crowd, some readers have to be more equal than others:
expert readers should be more influential than naive readers. There are probably several
possible choices to this aim; I suggest to use a mechanism that I proposed some years ago,
and that allows to evaluate papers, authors, and readers in an objective way. I will close
the talk by showing some preliminary experimental results that support this readersourcing
proposal.

Disclaimer: This talk might harm your career; don’t blame me for that.
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